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ABSTRACT
This paper aims to add evidence on the role played

by firms’ technological competencies in the determination
of their intensity of cooperation with other firms. Using
a database composed by patents jointly filed by two or

more firms in the European Patent Office, the paper

confronts

the

hypotheses

of

complementary

or

substitutive character of technological cooperation in

relation to intra-mural R&D. The results suggest that more

technologically and productive specialized firms are more
likely to cooperate and find no support for the hypothesis

that greater level of R&D expenditure will induce greater

reliance on technological cooperation. It is also suggested
that firms cooperate with partners that hold compl
ementary competencies.

JEL Classification: L22: 032

Key Words: Technological Cooperation; Techn
ological

Strategies; Competence Building

INTRODUCTION
Recent

empirical

and

historical

studie

s have
demonstrated that new developme
nts in technology, such
as cross-fertilization of technologica
l fields, increase in
the costs of development of techno
logy and the reduction
of the

product cycle, have produced a
restructuring of the
Organization of technologica
l activities (Mowery &
Rosenberg, 1989). One of the
main consequences of this
restructuring seems to be the
growth in the number of
inter-firm technological agreement
s (Chesnais, 1988).
The increase in inter-firm coo
peration has been
accompanied by an intense
debate about the role of
technological competencies
in the establishment of
alliances,
where
two
streams
have
different
interpretations about the phe
nomenon. On the one hand
,
there are those scholars fro
m the resource-based theory
of the firm that view tech
nological cooperation as
a
complementary effort to the
firms’ in-house technological

activities. In this respect, Coh
en and Levi

nthal (1989)
have argued that the acqu
isition of externally pro
duced

knowledge should be accomp
anied by an increase in
the
firm’s R&D due to the
importance of R&D in
the

\

sla

Ub

to

important exemplar of this app
roach is
Richardson ( a whe has emp
hasized the role of asset
dissimilarity
€ shapin
R&D.

One

g of organization of industry
that eamblernsnitary assets
are involved. He has argued
e

m es assets are unlikely to be
internalized and
ieee 2 ould be acquired thr
ough alliances. The
neritic col
laborate In technology should

then be
cost. Me as a strategic choice to
avoid high sunk
irene
re Specialized firms should be
more likely to
tec
g

_in

echnologically

inter-firm
and

agreements

while

more

Productively diversified firms
— that
hold a wider range of compet
encies — should be more
Prone to int

egrate such activities.

This paper attempts to contribu
te to the debate
using a database built from Pate
nts jointly filed by two
Or more firms in the European
Patent Office. It aims to
address issues associated wit
h the substitutive or
complementary character of the
technological agreements
and

to the role played by
firms’ technological
competencies and capabili
ties. The first section is
dedicated to the display of the
theoretical ideas and the

empirical evidence that illuminate the
Paper. The second
section presents the data that is going to
be used and

tries to cover its main limitations. The third section

presents the main results of the paper and links them to

the main propositions made by the literature on the

subject.

1.

ricAL BACKGROUND
THEORETICAL AND Empi

Chesnais (1988)
& Rosenberg (1989) and
technological
ea
ed that the re-organization of
gue)
have Sear
ent
e 1980’s was mainly related to rec
activities during th
ued
in technology, such as: (i) the contin

developments

growth

in

development

convergence

costs;

or cross-fertilization

(ii)

technological

of technologies;

(iii)

shorter product cycles; and (iv) faster rates of technical

change. The growth in R&D costs implies that the
minimum efficient scale of R&D projects has increased.

This is particularly important if the time to profit from the

innovation — the product cycle - has been reduced,
because the fixed costs of innovation will have to be
covered in a shorter period. Technological convergence
has demanded firm's

competencies to be spread over a

greater number of technological fields, that is, the number
of technologies that a firm has to deal with has increased.
It should be stressed however that none of the listed
events implies the total externalization of R&D
laboratories, but solely the level of commitment in sunk

costs

related to

knowledge specific assets.

The Importance of Absorptive Capacity

According to this picture, the choice to follow
cooperative strategies could be a consequence of the
substitution of technological cooperation for intramural
R&D, that is, technological inter-firm collaboration can be
used to reduce innovation costs through the decline in
the need for internalized competencies. Yet, as pointed
out by Mowery & Rosenberg (1989), one of the most

important drawbacks of cooperation is the underinvestment in competencies that may take
firms to

weaken competitive positions in the long run. This should
be important because technological environments
are
complex and involve a great deal of uncertainty associate
d

with its outcomes and costs. As a consequence,
rationality should be bounded and knowledge should be

processed for deliberation to take place. Furthermo
re, as

technical knowledge involves tacit characteristics
and is
cumulative, firms should need to absorb
knowledge in

order to take decisions about recent developm
ents and to
determine
what types of

knowledge they

should

inétitute

ae

Econemia

.
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contract. Granstrand et al. (1997) and Patel & Pavitt

variables are positively correlated which shows a great
level of complementarity between these strategies.
Furthermore, using the number of patents’ in
biotechnology as a measure for in-house technological

spread across technical fields outside those where they
hold distinctive competencies. Moreover, firms have

become increasingly more technologically diversified in
They

argue that this

should

be

a

efforts in that area of knowledge, they show that patents
are positively correlated -— and statistically significant -— to
the number of inter-firm agreements, University-firm links
and minority participation, and negatively, though not

consequence of the need to develop knowledge on those
technical fields where firms do not act directly, but need

to interact with other firms. For the specific case of
collaborative agreements, this can be confirmed by case

statistically significant, correlated to acquisitions. Though
important, these studies have limited samples, associated

studies that show that in order to absorb knowledge
produced outside their boundaries, firms have to develop

with a limited number of sectors. Veugelers (1997),

competencies in the technical fields where cooperation is

analyzing a sample of Flemish firms in a probit model,

being used (Granstrand et al. 1992). According to this

where cooperative ventures is the bivariate dependent
variable, finds that R&D expenditures influence firms in

approach, the new wave of technological cooperation has
a complementary rather than a substitutive character to

the option to undertake technological alliances, though,

intramural R&D, in that the increase in the level of
cooperation should involve an increase in in-house R&D

in another equation,

no significance and even a negative sign. This finding
suggests that though R&D expenditures may influence

In a seminal work, Cohen & Levinthal (1989) show
—- it is
that R&D has indeed two different functions
to increase the
undertaken to generate innovations and/or

the probability to undertake cooperative agreements, there

is not a straight forward relationship between the amount
of R&D expenditures and the intensity of cooperative
linkages. In contrast, Kleinknecht & Reijnen (1992) find

capacity — and therefore it should be
y t o external sources of
considered complementar
that greater levels of R&D
knowledge. They find evidence
her
se sectors where there is hig
n in
ic tho
are nt aystem
and intra-industry spillovers. 589)
a bsorptive

no evidence for the confirmation of Cohen & Levinthal’s

(1989) hypothesis. Using a probit model, they show that

the probability of a firm to engage in R&D cooperation

has no relationship with the R&D intensity of the firm.

Cohen & Levinthal’s (
& Garrone (1996) test
case of COOP eration on
hypothesis for the specific
tors and find high re oO
information technology sec
( : )

The Importance of Asset Specificity, Comple-mentarity

and Dissimilarity

Arora & Gambardella
between the two variables.
o8y
modes of acquisition of techno

Richardson (1972) has focused on the importance of
asset complementarity in the organization of industry.

analyze four different

e. inter-firm technologica
for the biotechnology cas
collaboration, minority share
agreements, University-firm
ech firms, acquisition (more
participation in small high-t
if)

with R&D expenditures as the

dependent variable, the R&D cooperation dummy shows

expenditures.

firm’s

a
2
ges
[Moacu

than 50%) of small high-tech firms. They find that the
number of participations of a firm amongst these

(1994a,b) add some empirical evidence to these
observations. They show that big firms’ competencies are

recent years.

a
Lob ae
le SU

According to his arguments, coordination problems may

arise when assets are transacted in small numbers, that

Ps -

eb

toy.

lo.

beth tai

.

Wt i

is, when the demand for a certain
asset is associated

with specific characteristics’. A num
ber of problems may
arise when specific assets are transact
ed. First, activities
performed by different firms are som
etimes not easily

synchronized, for instance, the timing of
performance

Série te Loe Pars Discugsac

may be difficult to coordinate or
information flows may
be too slow to follow the demand for asse
ts and there
iS no market to Overcome the deficien
cies of the

may even obstruct the
calculation of the necess
ary sunk
costs investments what
may hinder solutions suc
h as the
Provision of hostages (Te
ece, 1988).

transacted may be hard to transmit thro
ugh blueprints,
that is, information flows are costly. Second, the
asset

ms May arise in
innovative activities due to the
specificity of assets. First,

Specialized supplier; the specification of the assets to be

being transacted may have innovative attr
ibutes, that is,
the outcome of the activities may be difficult
to forecast,

SO that one cannot know ex ante the costs and/or the

value of the assets to be transacted. Third, the prod
uction
of assets may require investment in sunk costs and

parties may be wary with respect to opportunisti
c

behavior.

All of the three shortcomings of market transactions

pointed out above are present in the case of technical

progress. First, the need to grow specific competencies

in technology development activities may bring about

problems associated with synchronization. Firms in the

market may fail to provide the adequate competencies to

Therefore, two types of
proble

the market sys

tem may be unable to ove
rcome problems
Of coordination due to the
existence of design and
innovativ

e attributes (Milgrom &
Roberts 1993, Coase
1937). In this case, the
solution may be the int
roduction
of some authoritativ
e relationship, such
as the
internalization of the acti
vity. Second, the agreem
ent on
rules to govern ex pos
t pricing may also enc
ounter
limitations (Williamson,
1975), Cost plus contra
cts
may
encourage the practice
of high costs by the hir
ed
party
demanding monitoring
from the contracting par
ty. Yet,
monitoring costs may rea
ch very high values. In
addition,
the exchange of knowle
dge between the R&D
lab and the

acquire the required technology, they may have trouble

understanding the needs of the user firm, that is, many

problems in technology may not be transmitted through
blueprints. The tacit characteristeot feehnology Geman s

e-contractual interacti
sbortone and downstream activities, such as rane

and marketing, so that technological features an ne
can be defined and agreed. Furthermore, the uncertainty

embedded in these activities may pose some optaclesfe
the ex ante calculation of costs and rewards o ne
innovative process and thus ex ante agreements on Pr °

may face problems. The complexity of the transactio

le

itself (Teece, 1988).

Both problems call for
the intra-mural develo
pment
of technology. Mowe
ry

(1983) and Teece (1
988) have
emphasized the import
ance of the role played
by
in-house
R&D labs and have
shown the small grow
th of contractual R&D. However,
the point explored
by
Richardson
(1972) calls attention
for the role of firm
coherence in the
determination
Organization
of
in
du
stry.
Complementary and
When
specific assets are
dissimilar +th-

SOVEC Ee
,

.

1

bo pet be ay
?

i

technological). Rocha (1995) has shown, using
a joint patent
database, that technological cooperation has
mainly
occurred between partners that mainly belong to
different

productive sectors and therefore that hold dissi
milar

With high level of
Aging technological

competencies.
Nationality

Most work on inter-firm technological coop
eration
stresses differences in the intensity of cooperatio
n across
different nationalities of firms (Hagedoorn 1996
, Chesnais
1988, Aoki 1988). The literature mainly calls atten
tion for
the greater propensity to cooperate of Japa
nese firms
apart

tive and techn

from

individual

(Chesnais, 1988). Some justifications for this tendency are

associated with: (i) the importance of the ke/retsy structure

in the coordination of the efforts of firms belonging to the

same group (Chesnais, 1988); (ii) the labor marke
t rigidities

in Japanese companies, where the hiring of mid-career

scientists may be difficult, turning the building of new

dissimilar competencies very difficult, and therefore
increasing the reliance of Japanese firms on external

competencies (Aoki, 1988); and (iii) government intervention

in the formation of horizontal R&D consortia of firms
(Chesnais,

1988).

2. METHODOLOGY
2.1 The Variables

The dependent variable

Two types of data are
normally used in the stu
dy
Cooperation. Inform
ation is either
obtained from Survey
s and questionnaires
applied to
firms (Mariti & Smiley
, 1983, and Kleink
necht & Reijnen
of technological

bhotiavbtutL:

Ac

Ecotie¢mia.

UFRJ

1992) or from news on agr
eements publicized in the
specialized press

(Ricotta & Mariotti,
1986, and
Hagedoorn & Schakenra
ad, 1990). All these
data
sources present important
shortcomings and are bia
sed
in different

ways*. This paper attemp
ts to add

knowledge on technolog
ical

allian

ces by using an
alternative indicator compos
ed by patents jointly file
d

Unlike most of the literature on rechnorogical
cooperation that uses the number of “oreements a8
gal st
measure of intensity of cooperation and test

the R&D intensity (Colombo & Garrone ee etted s paper

y ore
uses a relative variable — joint patents divide
patents — as a measure of the propensity to pene *

Some problems may arise whenan Fitmewith areca.

to cooperate.

The use of patents tO
measure technological
activity has some important
drawbacks: (i) smaller fir
ms
have greater Propensity
to patent: (ii) sector and
technologies differ in their
propensity to patent; (iii) the

Presence of a firm in a mar
ket covered

by a specific
patent office affects its
Propensity to patent.
The
greater the presence
of a firm is, the gre
ate
r
its
Propensity to patent
should be; and (iv) the
value of
further problems in the
use of patents
of cooperation: (i)
jt does not Capture
non-innovative
technological Cooper
ation. Therefore,
efforts such as
technology transfer
and cross-licensing wil
l remain out
of the analysis: (ii)
it does not perform
different modes
Of cooperation.
ay be filed in the
name of the join
t venture. In this cas
e,
they were not
Captured by th
e Pa

tent s Garch;

(iii)

it is mainly a

hat do not result
Cooperative
from
relationships,
Such as the use
Patents as ho
of
joint
stage for the
establishment of lo
Cooperation in
ng term
Productive a
Ctivities.

16 oe

ainst a relative variable.
lovale ofR&D expenditure may cooperate more trough
in lower proportion than less R&D eee tims.
Bigger firms may have greater linkages ‘ an smalle
ones and be less intensive in rte) neve ee tion.
Garrone
ones far not engaging in this debate, they Stress
it would be useful to find an alternative way to
neusure the propensity to cooperate. rhe main
tion is the use of the rate of the number o
greements divided by R&D expenditure. However, the
iceof the rate of joint patents to the amount of R&D

expenditures would cause problems, due eres
patenting and R&D propensities across sec or ean
contrast, the use of the rate of joint patents

patents is useful to control for some of

the a

fotal

ve

mentioned biases. It may correct for differences in a
patenting propensity of firms of different nationality,
size and sector.
Dissimilarity and Absorptive Capacity

As traditionally used in the literature, the firm’s
absorptive capacity will be measured by one of two

variables: R&D to sales rate and the total R&D
expenditures. The first variable is more likely to captur
e
the effect of a firms’ R&D intensity on the propensity
to

cooperate; the second should catch the consequenc
es of
the size of the expenditure and theref
ore should present
a firm size bias, that is, big firms
are inclined to have

btre badadig .

de

Economia

.
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greater R&D expenditures than smaller
ones.

sense,

the

R&D

intensity

variable

accompanied by a size variable,
expenditures will be used alone.

will

while

to easily access complementary technologies (Patel &
Pavitt, 1994). Some side effects may also be captured by

In this

always

the

be

this variable. Bigger firms are morelikely to invest in sunk
costs associated with technology and should have easier
access to financial funds.

R&D

Dissimilarity will here be approached in
three
different ways. First, one should expect the
probability of
an asset being dissimilar to the firm’s productive
base to
be a positive function of the level of the
firm’s
technological specialization. The greater the firm’
s level
of specialization, the higher the level of cooperatio
n
should be. Technological specialization is here measured
by the rate of patenting in the firm’s main sector of
activity divided by the total number of patents. However,
as there may be differences in technology opportunities
across sectors and in the propensity to patent of
technologies that have different importance levels across
sectors, sectoral dummies should be used.

2.2 Data Sources
Data was obtained for 72 firms -— 27 Japanese, 23

European and 22 North-American — with activities in high
technology sectors (see table 1). Data on joint patents
filed by two or more firms in the European Office were
obtained by the Bulletin CD-ROM of the European Patent
Office for the years 1988 to 1992. Patents were selected

by the firm name. Patents that were filed in the name of

the firm’s subsidiaries were also included. Joint patents

between parent and subsidiaries or subsidiaries of the

The probability of the occurrence of asset
dissimilarity should also be an inverse function of the
firm’s level of productive specialization. This could be an

same group — according to the who owns whom criteria
- were excluded. As a consequence, there should be no

ownership linkages between firms jointly patenting in the

inverse function of the level of productive integration of
the firm. The literature has used the rate of total added
value to total gross output. Unfortunately, data at the

sectoral rate of total added value to total gross output

at the national level. Some biases may therefore arise: (i)

multinational firms that participate in many economies
will be represented by their home country’s data; and (ii)
some firms may have activities outside their main sector
of production.
A third variable used to measure the effect of asset
dissimilarity on its propensity to cooperate is the firm’s
size represented by its total sales. Bigger firms are more

likely to be more technologically diversified and therefore
j?:

atnene atta

firm level was not available. An alternative measure used
in this paper as a proxy for the level of integration is the

database and the firms are not expected to have patents

filed by subsidiaries that are not part of the database.
Table 1

Meln Characteristics of the Firms in tha Database
Variable
R&D Expenditures
R&D tntensity
Sales’
owt Patents/Total

Patents

Mean
Standard Deviation
1149
1182
7,422
3.3859
17985
19965
0.041
0.105

Minimum
3251
0,1
1412
0

Maximum
4979
15.589
108916
0.781

Source: Eutopean Commission, Jie Eurupean Report on Science and lechngtagy indicators,

Luxembourg, OOPEC, 1994. The numberof joint patents is oktainec by ows) maripulatan
of the Bulletin Database i CO-ROW, 1993.

‘Billions af ECU's for 1992,

19
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the fino onthe total number of patents and pate
nts in
VS
main sector of activity between 1988
and 1992
and R&D data for 1992 were obtained from
European
Commission,

The European Report on Science
and
Technology Indicators, Luxembourg,
OOPE

C, 1994. Data
On sectoral rate of value added to
gross production for
each country was obtained from
OECD, The OFCD Input-

Output Database, Paris, 1994. Companies were
classified

according to the nationality of its pare
nt firm.

The dependent variable, propensity to coope
rate,
defined as the rate of joint patents to total
patents (JP)

Varies between O and 1. The use of ordin
ary least squares
regressions would then be inadequate. To over
come this
Problem, two different routes were taken. The first route

maintains JP as the dependent variable and uses a double

= O and 1) tobit model, corrected for

The

Dependent
Variable

Constant

iN R&D

3.1 The Model

heteroscedasticity.

TABLE 2

LN R&OIWT

O. Empiricar ANALYS
IS

censored (limits

teca Eugene quan

fos

second

imposes

a

equation tries to control the effect of R&D expenditure by

firm size. In this respect, it uses an R&D intensity variable

R&D/SALES and a size measure, SALES together with the
specialization variables and the nationality dummies. The
other equation does not control for size effects, using
R&D expenditures and omitting the size variable.

Luast Squares

0.12887
[O.377)
0.012585
(0.73)

0.38394"
=f 1.868

JP
Constant
R&D INT

-0.003992|
0.47)

ReD

0.077621"

—sPoUIA

,
iN SALES -0.011449
SALES
1 1.0871
.
LNAVGO -0.°6144° -0.096845"| AYGO
2,118! 1.848)
LN SPECIAL €.019513 @.025711'| SPECIAL
(1.191!
11.669)
EUOUM -0.0080811 0.07296 EYOUM
(0.319)
-0.508) :
JPOUM

logit

transformation on the dependent variable to /n(JP)///7 In(JP)). \n both types of model, two different equations
are presented to capture possible effects of R&D
expenditures over the propensity to cooperate. One

LN{JPI/(4-.NIJP))

A-square

F
Lag-t
N

0.084772'

(2,056)

24058

6.27"
48.9842
72

t-statistics in parenthesis

"Significant at the 10% level
“Significant ac the 5% lavel

“Significant az the 14 loved

(2.648,

Q

0.18019
(1.582)
0.004263)
(0.9361

Tobit

«0.10077
(1.251)

0,14472°E-8
£0,144)

-3,12/5E-10
0.496]
-0.50299E-2" 9.003972:
{-2,064!
1-1.857)
9.098709" 0.11488"
. (1.938)
12,265)
0.930133 -O.020492
1-1.0283
1.035)
(0.023764

0026053

(0.652)
0.080838

11.1521
0.091575

70.4941
72

-B9.95933
72

0.35463

7.25"
82.3393
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3.2 The Results

Absorptive Capacity

Careful to generalize
this finding because in
the use of a
bivariate variable he
does not differentiat
e between
differences in the
relative Propensity
to cooperate.
Another Shortcomin
g of the analysis
is
due to the
Characteristic of the
dependent variable, tha
t deals with
Codified knowledge (pa
tents). Maybe the eff
ect of R&D

The R&D expenditures variable
is negati

ve and nonSignificant in both equations
where it is included while
the R&D intensity variable is posi
tive and non-significant
in the equations where it is pres
ent. The results suggest
that the level of R&D efforts und
ertaken by a firm does
not
have a unidirectional influence
on the fir

ms’
Propensity to cooperate. In fact
, it can be observed that
the

sales variable has negative
sign, though not
significant in

Dissimilarity and Spe
cialization

The productive specia

lization variable, AVGO
negative sign and
, has
is Statistically Si
gn
if
ic
an
t
equations, Suggesting
in all
tha
t firms that produce
in sectors

the equations it is included.
Therefore, the
R&D expenditures variable
may be Capturing part of
the
size effect. As a consequen
ce, the hypothesis that
high
er
levels of R&D expenditure
would facilitate the absorp
tion

of externally produced knowle
dge would not therefore be
confirmed by the results of
the regressions presented
in
table 2,
Nonetheless, it should be
stressed that. cooperation
is not totally external to
the firm’s activities and thu
s it
should be understood as
a Particular case of knowle
dge
Produced outside firms’ bou
ndaries. Moreover, one sho
uld
be careful to make any
further assertion due to
the
characteristics of the Sample
. The paper gathers data onl
y
on big, technology intensive
firms (see table 1). There

could be a threshold R&D level
for firms to absorb external
knowledge. In this case,
the technological cooperati
on
would increase with R&D
intensity when the level of
R&D
was very low until it rea
ched intermediary intensity
’. As

PP

__ The technological
Spec

ialization variable
Positive in ail eq
“special” js
uations, though
it is Significant
Only in
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Bternative Stra
tegy to Overco
me Constraints
Ompetence form
of narrow
ation, This re
su
lt May oppose
the literature
some of
that state th
e need for fi
technologicall
rm
s
to be
y
diversified
in
order
complementar
to
access
y assets
(Patel

& Pavitt,

1994,

Granstrand

Faguee: 1 - Pervantaze ofIetta-soctoral Patents

Bibiloteca Eugenio Gudin

4%

ans |
1k |

wn.
. ake

* aK.
Specialized firm
s may still hold
some technologi
Competencies in
cal
those technical
fields where th
ey are

a

A

Ss

5

om

Ble

=

z

i

3

:

&

&

?

A
Sectors

firms and in
this respect th
eir greater
Specialization
may be an im
po
rtant asset,
still need some
though they
informatio
Product to be
Produced,

!

confirm the hypo
one cannot
thesis that smal
ler firms are mo
to cooperate th
re likely
an big firms, Th
e bias of the
sample

Souree: Qua manipulation ul‘he Butictis Ostabuse be COROM, 1903 acd fie
Ewropvan iyjort an Scivagy gat

Tochttologyindivatirs, [994

The results shown in thi
s section seem to confir
m
the hypothesis of the imp
ortance of the acquisiti
on
of
complementary and dissim
ilar assets for the undert
aking
of cooperation. More specia
lized, and (sometimes) sma
ller
firms that cannot internall
y access some knowledge
intensive asset because eit
her they lack competencies
or
they are not sufficiently pro
ductively diversified show
a
greater propensity to coo
perate than more diversifi
ed
firms. Some further inform
ation may be collected
fro
m
figure 1

that shows that most
of

the inter-firm
technological linkages inv
olve Partners that belong
to
different productive sec
tors at a very high lev
el
of
aggregation®. These
partners are most lik
ely to hold
dissimilar competencies
, Furthermore, the ana
lysis of the

C

S

4

BB

Instituto

de

Economia

.

Patents involved in most of the intr
a-sectoral alliances

reveals that they are mainly asso
ciated with vertical

relationships. In the motor vehicle sector,
for instance,

auto part producers establish linkages
with auto
assemblers; producers of electrical cabl
es have

connections with firms in the teleco
mmunications
sector, etc. As a conclusion, in most cases, whe
n intraSectoral patents are involved, the partners are mos
t

likely dealing with the exchange of specialized
knowledge as a consequence of a greater inter-firm

division of labor in the productive chain. These features

demonstrate that the location of firms in the inputoutput matrix may be an important influence on the

determination of the choice of partners. As firms
become more productively specialized, they may need
greater level of communication with supplier firm
s.
Therefore, the need to access dissimilar comp
etencies
in more specialized firms may be an importan
t element
in the determination of the level of tech
nological

cooperation.
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Nationality

The European dummy is negative but it has no

Statistical significance. The Japanese dummy is positive
in all equations, but significant only in the least squares

reasons: (i) the existence of business groups in Japan; (ii)
the State interference in the formation of inter-firm
technological alliances; and (iii) the very early recognition

in Japan of the advantages of cross-sectoral horizontal
cooperation.

Cooperation inside business groups does not seem
to be a useful explanation for the results here obtained.

Using information for joint patenting activities of 139

Japanese firms, Rocha (1995) has concluded that only
about 15% of the total domestic: partnerships involved
firms inside the same business group. The state

intervention should also provide limited explanation.
Technological cooperation stimulated by the Japanese

government take the form of consortia (Mowery &
Rosenberg, 1989, and Chesnais, 1988), that are usually
associated with a large number of firms. Nonetheless,

less than 5% of the total patents in the database were

filed by more than two firms. The third reason given
by
Chesnais (1988), still requires refinement and therefore it

is not here analyzed.

Aoki (1988) adds some insights to the explanation

of Japanese behavior. He claims that the
ownership
Structure of the Japanese firm -— Bank and
employee
control — has many consequences on the functioning
of

equation. Japanese firms seem to be more likely to

firms. One of these differences is that the protection of

achieved in a number of case studies (Hamel, 1991, and
Chesnais, 1988) though the majority of the analysis
undertaken using big databases show no particular

restrictions for the hiring of new labor. As a consequence,
Japanese firms often spin-off a large number of labor
intensive activities. One outcome of this spinning-off is
the greater specialization inside the same production

cooperate than Western ones. Similar results have been

tendency for bigger firms to have higher levels of
Cooperation, due to biases in their information sources
(Che

snais, 1988, Hagedoorn, 1995).
Thus, the result does
not present great
novelty.

rich whe literature on technological cooperation is very

in Japan.cre
nons for
the greater
level of cooperation
.
esnais
(1988)
justifies

26

it by three main

incumbent employee’s interests in Japanese firms impos
e

chain. The result of this behavior would be a high

correlation between the Japanese dummy and
the
Productive specialization variable. In fact, whene
ver the

productive specialization variable is taken
out of the

regression (2) of table 2, the Japanese dum
my becomes

significant.
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Second, Aoki (1988) emphas
izes the role played by

labor market rigidities

in

Japanese firms

in the
establishment of cooperation.
According to him, Japanese
firms are not allowed to hire
mid-career scientists becaus
e
they would be breaking
Organizational rules for

contracting
labor?!®, Therefore, the acq
uisition of
competencies in fast moving
technological fields would
depend either

on slow young scientists
hiring or on
external sources or firm
acquisition. Cooperation sho
uld
be a solution for this kin
d of dilemma. This should
be
represented by a greater
technological specialization
of
Japanese firms.

CONCLUSIONS
The paper adds some
evidence about the deb
ate on
the substitutive and
complementary char
ac
te
r of
technological cooperation.
The database here use
d shows

Specialized
would
need
to
access
necessary
complementary and dissimilar asse
ts and therefore would
have an increasing relation betwee
n the specialization of

firms and the Propensity to cooperat
e. Some additional
evidence that confirm the substitu
tive character of

Collaborative efforts was obtain
ed from the partner
choices firms make.
Nonetheless, the results are still prel
iminary

and one
of the main conclusions of the paper
is the need for
further

research on the subject. One impo
rtant line of
investigation would be to continue
in the same line of
inve

stigation in search of more robust
results involvin

g
bigger samples. A second line
of investigation would be
to analyze the technical Profiles
of firms and compare
the
m with the technical fields wher
e they coop

erate,
trying to identify if cooperation
occurs in fields where
they have revealed productive
advantage or where they
lack competencies, relating
the results with some of the
firms’ productive characte
ristics.
Notas

external knowledge produc
ed through

inter-firm alliances.
This result suggests that one
should be cautious to apply
Cohen & Levinthal’s (1989)
hypothesis when alliances

involve joint production of kno
wledge. Moreover, a firm’s
level of specialization may
influence its degree of
cooperation. In this case, the
intensity of cooperation

seems to be higher in sma
ller, technologically less
diversified and productively
specialized firms. This cou
ld
Pose some
doubts about the comple
mentary character of

3 Together they answer
for more than 70% of
the events in each
technologicalfield.
4 See Chesnais ( 1988).

5 “Using a ‘relative’ var
iable Such as the ratio
of the number of
agreements to R&D expens
esorto firms Sales instea
d of TCA‘s (total
Cooperative agreements)
to capturefirm’s Propen
sity for cooperation
would partially prevent
us from entering the met
hodological debate
that is our main concer
n” (Colombo & Garron
e 1996:928)",

ooo OO
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_
js Positive and Se, coainst In R&D, the
R2 = 0.34, the
d significant at 0,0001
%.

7 Thiswith
typ
effect w as tested for .
form
. enoofsatisfacte
.
.
this Sample using
a quadratic
8 Data on foi

ry results,

.
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